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The intricate relationship between molecular structure and 

function is a common theme in molecular biology.  Visualizing 
the structure of biological macromolecules through imaging is 
therefore useful in understanding their varied biological roles.  
The process is often complex; imaging in a high voltage Trans-
mission Electron Microscope (TEM) involves extensive staining 
and freezing.1  The aim of this experiment was to image DNA 
easily in a close to natural environment in a simple microscope.  
Samples were imaged using a Leo (Zeiss) 1550 Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) with a Schottky field emitter in the 15-30kV 
range to reduce radiation damage.  After imaging off-the-shelf 
DNA, two more DNA samples were dialyzed with RbCl and 
NaCl and imaged to elucidate what made the DNA visible.  Rb+ 
is very similar to Na+ in its chemical interactions with negatively 
charged DNA, so the simulated environment is close to natural.2  

Inaga et al.3 have also presented SEM images of uranyl acetate 
stained DNA.  

The off-the-shelf sample was prepared using 16μm lambda 
DNA (#N3031L) from New England Biolabs.  The DNA was not 
treated in any way, and was simply diluted from 50μM to 0.1μM 
using de-ionized water.  There was no purification or staining.  
Three μL of solution were pipetted onto copper mesh grids with 
an ultra thin (2-3 nm) carbon film.  The grids were then allowed 
to dry in air for one hour.  

Fig 1 (a+b) shows images taken using both Annular Dark 
Field Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (ADF-STEM) 
and Secondary Electron (SE) modes.  ADF-STEM images were 
taken using a solid-state detector (K&E Developments).   The 
use of a thin substrate reduced the specimen volume of second-
ary electron production in SE mode and allowed transmission 
imaging.  This significantly enhances resolution in SE mode.

A second sample was prepared from the same 16μm lambda 
DNA used above, but was subsequently dialyzed with RbCl.  One 
μL of DNA was first placed in a filter fine enough to block pas-
sage of the DNA.   400μL of 1M RbCl was then added, and the 
tube was spun in a centrifuge until the RbCl had passed through 
the filter (~20min).  This was repeated 4 times.  Next, 400 μL of 
de-ionized water was added and centrifuged through the filter.  
This was repeated 8 times.  The filters were then inverted and 
the DNA spun out.  The final DNA concentration was roughly 
0.1μM, though this need not be precise.  0.1μM was selected to 
simplify the process of finding DNA on the carbon mesh grids.  
3μL of solution were then pipetted onto each grid and allowed 
to dry in air for one hour.

A third sample was prepared using 1M NaCl in place of 
1M RbCl.  Although the Rb+-treated DNA imaged easily, the 
Na+-treated DNA did not.  Both were imaged in dark field 
STEM mode only.  Dark field STEM collects electrons scattered 
to high angles, which are much more likely from heavy atoms.  

Fig 1a: Off-the-shelf DNA imaged in ADF-STEM mode on a Leo 
(Zeiss) 1550 with Schottky emitter.  b: The same molecule imaged in SE 
mode

Fig 2: ADF-STEM image of lambda Rb-DNA.  Insert: Pixel value 
vs. length across a thin section of DNA (indicated by arrow).   The full 
width at half maximum (dotted line) was measured to be 8.3nm.  This is 
comparable to the width of a 2nm diameter strand of DNA surrounded 
by Rb ions.
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This produces a higher contrast for heavy atoms (the so called 
Z-contrast signal with limited chemical sensitivity).  Fig 2 shows 
images of Rb+-treated DNA.  
Conclusions

Both off-the-shelf and the Rb+-treated DNA were imaged 
with relative ease without complex preparation.  The off-the-
shelf DNA imaged in both the ADF-STEM and SE modes.  

To understand the mechanism for imaging the DNA, DNA 
was then dialyzed with NaCl and RbCl to produce known sample 
conditions.  While the Rb+-treated sample was clearly visible, the 
Na treated sample was not, suggesting that the heavy Rb nucleus 
may act like a stain in the dark-field mode.  This method pro-
vides a simple way to image DNA in a SEM without perturbing 
molecular interactions.   n
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SEM Field Service Engineer
Tescan USA has an immediate opening for an 

SEM Field Service Engineer. This is a full time posi-
tion with salary based on background and experi-
ence. Travel within the United States is required. 
Tescan USA is an equal opportunity employer. 

The ideal candidate will be a self starter that can 
work independently and be a very people-orient-
ed person with good verbal and written communi-
cation skills. A science background and knowledge 
of the Electron Microscope community is a plus. 
Associates Degree in Electronics Technology or 
Certified Technical Training school or equivalent 
Military Training with 3 years hands on experience 
working with and trouble-shooting Analog and 
Digital solid state electronic circuits is required. 
Good computer skills with detailed knowledge of 
PC component operations, network operation and 
Windows 2000 and XP also required. For more 
information go to www.tescan-usa.com/employ-
ment or send resume to: info@tescan-usa.com. No 
phone calls will be accepted.

towards morphological and topographical features - such as edges, grain 
boundaries, etc. could occur.  Such segregation is ‘real’ and is revealed by 
BSE. The ‘edge effects’ observed in SE imaging are purely a consequence of 
sample topography on the physics of the imaging method. As has already 
been mentioned, preparing a truly flat sample is difficult. In this case, 
SE imaging can reveal differences in sample height but BSE imaging will 
tend to indicate compositional variations. You should also keep in mind 
channeling effects, arising from sample crystallography, which give rise 
to contrast variations unrelated to composition or topography. And while 
these are generally ‘bulk’, that is the whole grain has a contrast determined 
by orientation and crystallography, it is possible for crystal orientation to 
be distorted at grain boundaries, leading to contrast changes which could 
be interpreted as elemental segregation. To separate such effect, you need 
BSE images plus EDS mapping. Larry Stoter <larry@cymru.freewire.
co.uk> 15 Sep 2006 
SEM – Backscattered electron images

I am trying to understand what is happening with a set of BSE images. 
Your comments will be welcome! Below are links to two images. The first 
(1.5 Mb) shows two BSE images of a nickel based super alloy (Ni-Cr-Fe-Ti). 
Both were acquired using a 4-diode detector, 5 kV. beam, and as close to 
zero degrees tilt as I could set the stage. The top of the first image is in the 
“as polished” condition, the lower portion of the image is after a very light 
electro-etch. Notice the difference in channeling contrast. Z-contrast seems 
largely unaffected (e.g. Ti and Cr carbide inclusions). Perhaps the difference is 
from my inability to set exactly the same tilt, but they should be within a few 
degrees (or better) of the same value. Why the dramatic reversal of contrast 
for some grains? The second image is simply a 60 degree tilt SE image of the 
same general area to show relief of the carbides due to both polishing and the 
etch. Not much.  http://www.bwxt.com/operations/images/sem/126867_859.
jpg and http://www.bwxt.com/operations/images/sem/126866.jpg. Woody 

White <nwwhite@bwxt.com> 19 Sep 2006
What a great puzzler. Have you tried tilting on purpose? Perhaps going 

through a tilt series would be informative. One degree increments or even 
half a degree could show significant changes in grey level of some grains. 
John Chandler <jpchandl@mines.edu> 18 Sep 2006 

It looks as if the crystallographic contrast would dominate on chemical 
contrast. As John proposed, try with tilting. Channeling is very sensitive to 
small angle tilting, half a degree to a few degrees. If the contrast changes with 
so small angles, it’s channeling; then try with higher energy. And another 
question: I’ve never worked with a 4 sector BSE detector, but people from 
FEI talked me from artifacts arising on these. Can you work in two sector 
mode, combining the four sectors in two pairs? Try with different pairs. 
Maybe it helps to understand what happens. J. Faerber <jacques.faerber@
ipcms.u-strasbg.fr> 19 Sep 2006

Can you repeat these 2 images? If so, I’d suggest duplicating this, while 
being particularly careful of the conditions. That is, I have seen a BSED 
flip its BEI contrast for different beam currents. Which is still a question in 
my mind why it happened, but it did happen with a Cameca multichannel 
(5-pair) BSED, and I watched the BEI response flip in going from 15 to 
~20 nA. I thought at the time it must have been a fluke with the BEI video 
amplifier. On another note, can you play with the effect of tilt by rotating 
the stage? Michael Shaffer <michael@shaffer.net> 19 Sep 2006

I would suspect that the reason for the difference has more to do with 
the removal of the thin, amorphous layer left on the as-polished sample, 
but I must admit that the contrast reversal is dramatic. BSE can be very 
strange that way and I never get the same image contrast twice on the same 
sample. Try tilting slightly and watch it change, particularly when you are 
viewing channeling contrast on a homogenous, single-phase sample. Mary 
Mager <mager@interchange.ubc.ca> 19 Sep 2006
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